Possible splitting of deconfinement and chiral
transitions in strong magnetic fields in QCD
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We show that finite-temperature deconfinement and chiral transitions can split in a strong enough
magnetic field. The splitting in critical temperatures of these transitions in a constant magnetic
field of a typical LHC magnitude is of the order of 10 MeV. A new deconfined phase with broken
chiral symmetry appears.
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Possible splitting of deconfinement and chiral transitions

The thermal quark-hadron transition can be dramatically modified in the presence of a strong
magnetic field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. We work in the two-flavor linear sigma model coupled to quarks
and to the Polyakov loop (PLSMq ) in the presence of an external magnetic field [5]. The confining
properties of QCD are described by the complex-valued Polyakov loop variable L. The expectation
value of the Polyakov loop L is an exact order parameter of the color confinement in the limit of
infinitely massive quarks:
(
Confinement :

i
h Z1/T
1
L(x) = Tr P exp i dτ A4 (~x, τ) ,
3

low T
,
high T

(1)

0

where A4 = iA0 is the matrix-valued temporal component of the Euclidean gauge field Aµ and the
symbol P denotes path ordering. The integration takes place over compactified imaginary time τ.
The chiral features of the model are encoded in the dynamics of the O(4) chiral field, the
singlet component of which is an exact order parameter in the chiral limit (i.e., when quarks and
pions are massless degrees of freedom):
(
hσ i 6= 0 , low T
φ = (σ , ~π ) ,
Chiral symmetry :
,
(2)
~π = (π + , π 0 , π − ) .
hσ i = 0 , high T
Here ~π is the isotriplet of the pseudoscalar pion fields and σ is the chiral scalar field which plays
the role of an approximate order parameter of the chiral transition in QCD.
The quark field ψ provides interaction between the Polyakov loop L and the chiral field φ ,
making a bridge between confining and chiral properties. Quarks are also coupled to the external
magnetic field since the u and d quarks are electrically charged. Thus, it is clear that the external
magnetic field will affect the chiral dynamics and the confining properties of the model.
The Lagrangian of PLSMq describes the constituent quarks ψ, which interact with the meson
√
fields σ , π ± = (π 1 ± iπ 2 )/ 2 and π 0 = π 3 , the Abelian gauge field aµ = (a0 ,~a) = (0, −By, 0, 0),
and the SU(3) gauge field Aµ (related to the Polyakov loop L, see Eq. (1)) via the covariant derivative D
/ = γ µ (∂µ − iQ aµ − iAµ ) with the charge matrix Q = diag(+2e/3, −e/3):
L = ψ [iD
/ − g(σ + iγ5~τ · ~π )] ψ +


1
(π)
(∂µ σ )2 + (∂µ π 0 )2 + |Dµ |2 −Vφ (σ , ~π ) −VL (L, T ) ,
2

(3)

(π)

where Dµ = ∂µ + ieaµ is the covariant derivative acting on colorless pions. The chiral potential is
Vφ (σ , ~π ) =

λ 2
(σ + ~π 2 − v2 )2 − hσ ,
4

h = fπ m2π ,

v2 = fπ2 − m2π /λ ,

λ = 20 ,

(4)

where fπ ≈ 93 MeV and mπ ≈ 138 MeV. The constituent quark mass is given by mq ≡ mq (hσ i) =
ghσ i, and, choosing g = 3.3 at T = 0, one obtains for the constituent quarks in the vacuum mq ≈
310 MeV. At low temperatures quarks are not excited, and the model reproduces results from the
usual linear σ -model without quarks.
The Polyakov potential is given by [7]
VL (L, T )
L∗ L 2
=
−
∑ al
T4
2 l=0



T0
T

l


+ b3

T0
T

3

h


i
ln 1 − 6 L∗ L + 4 L∗ 3 + L3 − 3 (L∗ L)2 ,

2

(5)
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Figure 1: Effects of temperature and magnetic field on quark confinement: The Polyakov loop potential at
T = 0.8 T0 (top) and T = 1.2 T0 (bottom) and at zero magnetic field (left) and at eB = 9T 2 (right).

where T0 ≡ TSU(3) = 270 MeV is the critical temperature in the pure gauge case and a0 = 16 π 2 /45 ≈
3.51, a1 = −2.47, a2 = 15.2, and b3 = −1.75. Below we follow a mean-field analysis in which the
mesonic sector is treated classically whereas quarks represent fast degrees of freedom.
In the confining sector, the strong magnetic field affects the potential for the expectation value
of the Polyakov loop via the intermediation of the quarks in three ways [5]:
(i) the presence of the magnetic field intensifies the breaking of the global Z3 symmetry and
makes the Polyakov loop real-valued (see Fig. 1);
(ii) the thermal contribution from quarks tends to destroy the confinement phase by increasing
the expectation value of the Polyakov loop;
(iii) on the contrary, the vacuum quark contribution tends to restore the confining phase by lowering the expectation value of the Polyakov loop.
The vacuum correction from quarks has a crucial impact on the phase structure. If one ignores
the vacuum contribution from the quarks, then one finds that the confinement and chiral phase
transition lines coincide, and in this case the increasing magnetic field lowers the common chiralconfinement transition temperature [5]. However, if one includes the vacuum contribution, then the
confinement and chiral transition lines split, and both chiral and deconfining critical temperatures
become increasing functions of the magnetic field, Fig. 2. The vacuum contribution from the quarks
affect drastically the chiral sector as well. Our calculations also show that the vacuum contribution
seems to soften the order of the phase transition: the first-order phase transition – which would be
realized in the absence of the vacuum contribution – becomes a smooth crossover in the system
with vacuum quark loops included.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram in the B-T plane. (left) Without vacuum corrections: the critical temperatures of
the deconfinement (the dash-dotted line) and chiral (the dashed line) transitions coincide all the way, and
decrease with B. (right) With vacuum corrections: the critical temperatures of the deconfinement (the dashdotted line) and chiral (the dashed line) coincide at B = 0 and split at higher values of the magnetic field. A
deconfined phase with broken chiral symmetry appears. The vertical line represents a typical magnitude of
the magnetic field that expected to be realized at LHC heavy-ion collisions [8].

Either scenario is very exciting, and brings new possibilities for the phase diagram of strong
interactions: a first-order order transition, the splitting of coexistence lines, new phases, the explicit
breaking of the center Z3 symmetry by the magnetic field, and so on.
An independent investigation in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model agrees with the second scenario [6], which was expected since by construction this model includes quark degrees of freedom
in the vacuum. Preliminary numerical simulations of lattice QCD [9] seems to favor the second
scenario as well indicating that the critical temperatures of both transitions are rising with strength
of the background magnetic field.
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